K5 Curriculum
English/Language Arts
The Letters and Sounds activity pages reinforce
phonics learning that includes short and long
vowels, consonant and vowel blends, one and
two vowel words, special sounds, and sentence
comprehension.

Bible
BJU Press Bible Truths include doctrinal truths,
character traits emphasis, memory verses
utilizing colorful visuals. Catechism questions are
introduced and reviewed. Character stories and
application questions help students understand
who God is and the importance of living His way.

Reading

My Blend and Word Book is a basic phonics
review. Students also begin reading in the Basic
Readers set and other supplemental readers as
they progress.

Numbers
The Numbers Skills workbook reinforces number
concepts and formation of numbers through 100,
simple addition and subtraction, telling time,
number sequence, number words and working
with money. Students learn to write numbers by
number families, counting by ones, twos, and
fives.

Science

Students explore Science with activities that
include God’s plan for health, seeds, animals,
seashores, weather, and seasons.

Social Studies

Social Studies introduces community helpers,
beginnings of American history, interesting
features from countries around the world and
simple geography. Colorful visuals aid in the
teaching of this class.

Skills Development
Developmental Skills include this colorful “Think
and Learn” consumable book that features
coloring, mazes, directed art, graphs, sequencing
and other activities. The purpose is to help
develop writing skills, eye hand coordination,
visual perception, listening and thinking skills and
good character.
Art Projects for K5 include basic art concepts with
a variety of projects. The projects include
coloring, printing, painting, tracing, drawing, and
gluing. The projects correlate with academics,
Bible, and the seasons.
Character development visuals provide good
talking points to encourage polite behavior.

Penmanship
As students learn to form letters, write words
and even sentences, they continue to review
phonics.

Health

The health visuals provide good discussion
materials for teaching the importance of getting
plenty of sleep, wearing seatbelts, and other
health and safety tips.

